
TESTING FOR THE COVID-19 VIRUS
GRADES 9–12 SCIENCE ACTIVITY

Have you ever heard of the acronym PCR?  If so, you may know that it’s short for polymerase chain 
reaction. Like other synthesis reactions, PCR joins chemical building blocks together to form a 
larger molecule known as a polymer. In this case, the polymer is the nucleic acid, DNA. Its subunits 
are a group of organic molecules called nucleotides.

In cells and viruses, nucleic acids are found in trace amounts. Although a minute quantity may 
suffice for storing a library of protein blueprints, it is not enough material for laboratory analysis. 
To obtain sufficient amounts of DNA, the sample amounts must be increased, or amplified. That’s 
where PCR comes in.

PCR is driven by the enzyme called DNA polymerase. It is a protein catalyst that accelerates the 
replication of DNA strands from its nucleotide monomers. When applied to natural amounts of 
DNA, PCR can produce the quantities of DNA needed for laboratory analysis.

When coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) first emerged in the human population, there were no 
laboratory tests to determine who was infected. Healthcare workers inferred a patient’s COVID-19  
status by the symptoms exhibited. When someone presented with fever, cough, or other severe 
respiratory symptoms of unknown cause, or were feeling ill after being in contact with someone 
who had COVID-19, they were assumed to be infected with the virus. 

By mid-January, scientists had uncovered the gene sequence for SARS-CoV-2, the virus that 
causes COVID-19. By knowing the gene sequence, they could develop genetic tests to confirm 
the presence of this virus. These tests were mostly based upon detecting a chemical marker
bioengineered in a lab and integrating it into replicating strands of viral genetic code. 

Since the SARS-CoV-2 genome is encoded as RNA, this nucleic acid first needs to be transcribed 
to a DNA analog. The transcribing of code from RNA to DNA is performed by another enzyme 
called reverse transcriptase, or RT for short. The result is a double stranded hybrid of RNA and DNA.

Once the DNA analogue is generated, PCR goes to work amplifying, or replicating, the trace 
amounts of DNA, millions and millions of times! The goal of PCR is usually to make enough of a 
specific segment of DNA to analyze it further or use it in an application.

In the case of COVID-19 testing, that segment contains stretches of nucleotides specific to
SARS-CoV-2. During the amplification of DNA, various chemicals are added to the mix. Some are 
called markers, or reporter strands, bioengineered lengths of code containing sequences that 
are unique to SARS-CoV-2. If the assembling DNA strands were to recognize and insert those 
sequences, it would mean that the code is native to the initial RNA strand. Since only SARS-CoV-2 
has that sequence, it would confirm the presence of this virus in the original sample.
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In addition to having a complimentary stretch of viral code, reporter strands carry a fluorescent 
marker. As these stretches are incorporated into the assembling DNA, the marker emits light. A 
photometer detects the signal, confirming the presence of viral genetic code.

In this activity, you will explore PCR-based testing for SARS-CoV-2.

Procedure

• Use print or online resources to learn about PCR and the action of reverse transcriptase. 

• Examine the steps below that describe a PCR-based test for SARS-CoV-2. Then, based upon 
what you know or learned from your research

 a.  Number the steps in their most logical order.
 b.  Once you have ordered the steps, write your reasoning for the order you chose. 

 c.    For each step, identify which type of nucleic acid would be present, RNA or DNA.
 d.  For each step, identify whether the nucleic acid is single or double stranded.
 e.   For each step, identify the nucleotide code sequence using these abbreviations (to be  
       placed in the correct order):
           A = adenine, T = thymine, U = uracil, G = guanine, C = cytosine

       The RNA section of the viral code consists of a sequence of nine nucleotides:
       AUGUUUGUU

       General steps for PCR-based SARS-CoV-2 testing:

       Step description: A transcribed version of the viral code has been synthesized by 
       reverse transcriptase (RT).
 a.  Step number in sequence: 
 b.  Reasoning:  
 
 

 c.  Nucleic acid present: 
 d.  Single or double stranded: 
 e.  Sequence of nucleotides:  

       Step description: Swab is inserted into the nasopharynx.
 a.  Step number in sequence: 
 b.  Reasoning:  
 
 

 c. Nucleic acid present: 
 d. Single or double stranded: 
 e. Sequence of nucleotides:  
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Step description: Fluorescent markers emit a visual signal that is analysed to estimate viral load.
a. Step number in sequence: 
b. Reasoning:  
 
 
c. Nucleic acid present: 
d. Single or double stranded: 
e. Sequence of nucleotides:  

Step description: Polymerase synthesizes a complementary strand of DNA. As strands are 
assembled, bioengineered reporter strands are integrated into newly generated copies of 
nucleic acid.
       a.  Step number in sequence: 
       b. Reasoning:  
 
 
       c. Nucleic acid present: 
       d. Single or double stranded: 
       e. Sequence of nucleotides:  

Step description: Swab containing infected tissue is placed in a vial, sealed, and shipped to 
testing facility.
       a. Step number in sequence: 
       b. Reasoning:  
 
 
       c.  Nucleic acid present: 
       d. Single or double stranded: 
       e. Sequence of nucleotides:  

•  a.  Describe how reverse transcriptase and polymerase are different. 
  

       b.  Describe how reverse transcriptase and polymerase are similar.
  

       c.  Why do you need a marker strand?    
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Time Required
45-90 minutes depending on amount of time to complete research

Objective
Students will explore PCR-based testing for SARS-CoV-2.

Procedure

• Step description: Swab is inserted into the nasopharynx.
 a. 1
 b. In order to process a sample, you first need to obtain one. The viruses are obtained   
     from nasopharynx tissue.
 c. RNA    
 d. Single 
 e. AUGUUUGUU 

Step description: Swab containing infected tissue is placed in a vial, sealed, and shipped to 
testing facility.

 a. 2
 b. If the PCR testing is not performed at the site of the sampling, the sample must be   
     shipped to the testing facility.
 c. RNA      
 d. Single 
 e. AUGUUUGUU 

Step description: A transcribed version of the viral code has been synthesized by reverse 
transcriptase (RT).

 a. 3
 b. Before PCR amplification, RNA must first be changed into a DNA analogue. This new  
     strand of DNA forms a double-stranded RNA/DNA hybrid.
 c. RNA and DNA      
 d. Double 
 e. AUGUUUGUU, TACAAACAA

SCORING RUBRIC
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      Step description: Polymerase synthesizes a complementary strand of DNA. As strands are              
      assembled, bioengineered reporter strands are integrated into newly generated copies of                  
      nucleic acid.
 a. 4
 b. Based upon the transcribed DNA sequence, polymerase synthesizes a complementary   
          strand of DNA, thus amplifying the sample.
 c. DNA      
 d. Double 
 e. TACAAACAA, ATGTTTGTT

      Step description: Fluorescent markers emit a visual signal that is analyzed to estimate viral load.
 a. 5
 b. The visual signals are what the photometer detects, confirming the viral genetic code. 
 c. DNA      
 d. Double 
 e. TACAAACAA, ATGTTTGTT

•  a.  Reverse transcriptase synthesizes a DNA version of the RNA code. Polymerase amplifies   
       the DNA code.

       b.  Both are enzymes that can create complimentary strands to a nucleic acid template.

 c.  The marker produces a detectable visual signal that can gauge the amount of amplified   
      DNA, and from that measurement, infer the initial virus concentration.
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